This article establishes and discusses a series of morphosyntactic features of the indefinite tot 'whole, all' in old Romanian, relating them to modern Romanian: forms that disappeared from the language, a wider variety of singular and plural genitive-dative markers (synthetic, analytic and mixed), the more permissive word order and the possibility to occur in a structure with an undetermined noun. The description of the grammatical characteristics of the quantifier tot highlights a great variation: (i) between the synthetic, analytic and mixed realization of the genitive-dative case (toatei all.f.sg.gen"dat 'of/to the whole' + genitive-dative noun, a/la/de toată a/la/de all.f.sg.nom"acc 'of/to the whole' + nominative-accusative noun, a toată a all.f.sg.nom"acc 'of/to the whole' + genitive-dative noun); (ii) between the (pronominal and adjectival) form with the final particle -a and the one without -a (tuturor, tuturora 'of all / to all'; tuturor oamenilor 'of/to all the people' , tuturora fraților 'of/to all the brothers'); (iii) between the postposition and anteposition of tot relative to certain pronouns (ei toți, toți ei 'all of them'); (iv) between structures with a determined and an undetermined noun (toate zilele, toate zile 'all the days'). The comparison with the modern language shows that, in some cases, this variation has been eliminated, and in other cases, it is preserved.
Introduction
In old Romanian (the 16 th to 18 th century), the indefinite pronoun and pronominal adjective tot 'whole, all' , with the function of universal quantifier, has a series of morphological and syntactic characteristics, of which the most important ones will be discussed in this study.
The contexts extracted from the old Romanian corpus illustrate the globalizing value of the universal quantifier tot (1a), as well as its distributive value, which occurs when the structure contains a singular noun with generic use, synonymous with fiecare 'each' (1b) (see Giurgea, 2013, p. 169; Stan, 2016b, p. 352 for the value of distributive universal quantifier of tot in prenominal position).
( 
Morphological characteristics of the pronoun and pronominal adjective tot
Just like in modern Romanian, the indefinite tot has different gender and number forms: tot m.sg, toată f.sg, toți m.pl, toate f.pl. The-partial-differences with modern Romanian arise in the marking of oblique cases, only in the singular, because the plural genitive-dative form does not undergo changes in the two periods of the language: tuturor(a). While in modern Romanian tot does not mark the genitivedative inflectionally, in old Romanian, when used as an adjective, it has the feminine form toatei (2a-e), attested, at the end of the 17 th and the beginning of the 18 th century (Pană Dindelegan, 2013, p. 166-167) , in original and translated texts 1 .
(2 The separation of the spouses when it is done for these faults (…) it is understood that it should be only for a period of time, not forever'
The analytic marking of the singular genitive-dative in NPs featuring the quantifier tot in anteposition is more frequent -and is attested in the earliest texts. In these contexts, the following case markers occur: the preposition a (most often) (4a-g) and la for the genitive and the dative (4h-i), and de for the genitive (4j); tot has a nominative-accusative form. In many texts, such as ph.1500-10, dî, cc 1 .1567, mc.1620, șt.1644, svi~1670, the feminine singular genitive-dative of tot is marked exclusively analytically. In other texts, the form toatei is either numerically inferior to the prepositional realization of the genitive-dative case (for example, in bvs.1763, toatei has 27,59% of the total of attestations and a/la/de toată, 72,41%), or absent, or, on the contrary, the only variant used (in CDicț.1691-7, only the prepositional construction occurs, not also toatei; however, in fn.1693-704, toatei has eight occurrences, while the prepositional construction is absent, and in cist.1700-50, toatei has two occurrences and the prepositional construction has no attestations). (4) As far as the plural genitive-dative is concerned, in old Romanian, just like in modern Romanian, the synthetic (pronominal or adjectival) form is used, with the ending -or (5a-c).
( The synthetic plural genitive-dative form (just like the singular genitive-dative form) is in competition with the construction with the preposition a (6a-d), or, more rarely, la (6e) or de (for the genitive) (6f ), followed by tot (and the noun) in the nominative-accusative. (6) However, the plural genitive-dative adjectival form has a different behaviour than in modern Romanian (which does not accept the final particle -a: *tuturora copiilor 'of/to all the children'). In old Romanian texts, it is attested without -a (9a-b), as well as with -a (10a-d). In some texts in the corpus, only the adjectival tuturor occurs (dî, ph.1500 -10, mc.1620 , șt.1644 , DPar.1683 , Prav.1780 In modern Romanian, the particle -a marks the absence of the noun with a definite determiner and distinguishes the indefinite plural genitive-dative pronoun tot from the indefinite adjective. The reference of the empty nominal head implied by the pronoun tuturora can be retrieved, both in modern and old Romanian, by its relation with an antecedent (11a) or, when it is not in relation with an antecedent, it receives a generic interpretation (11b) (see Giurgea, 2010, p. 169-171 for the analysis of the empty nominal head as pro-N and for its possible readings). (11) The structures containing an adjectival form with the particle -a and a noun with a definite determiner show that, in old Romanian, the occurrence of the final particle -a does not necessarily imply the ellipsis of N (a pro-N) . Also, in other old Romanian structures, such as the ones with the indefinite fiecare 'each' (12a) or with the relative care 'which' (12b), the adjectival genitive-dative form can take the final -a (just like the pronominal form), differently from modern Romanian. (12) When tot is the first element of the nominal phrase, the singular and plural genitive-dative marking can also be mixed, with the preposition a and the genitive-dative inflection attached to the nominal stem (13a-g) 5 . In such structures, that have been eliminated, case is expressed redundantly, on both elements of the nominal phrase. The double expression of case is possible in old Romanian in other structures as well, such as those in which the article marks case on more elements of the phrase (14) (Stan, 2016a, p. 291-292 
Syntactic characteristics of the indefinite tot
As far as the syntactic behaviour of the indefinite tot is concerned, there is to note both similarities with the modern language and oscillations and distinctive features of old Romanian.
The word order of the indefinite tot
Just like in modern Romanian, the indefinite tot can occur both anteposed (15a), and postposed to the nominal phrase (15b-c) (for the possibility of movement of the quantifier tot, analysed as 'floating' or 'external' , see Stan, 2015, p. 599; Nicolae, 2016, p. 152) . (15) In old Romanian, the word order of tot is more permissive, as the quantifier can move to positions that it does not accept any longer, as in examples (16a-e), where tot is anteposed (16a-d) or postposed to pronouns (16e). In this type of structure, the word order encountered is more frequently similar to that of modern Romanian (17a-c). (16) An explanation for the different word order of tot in relation to certain pronouns as compared to modern Romanian can be the influence of the original text (for instance, as Stan, 2016b, p. 352 shows referring to example (16a), the position of the quantifier tot can be analysed as copying the word order of Slavonic).
Tot has lost its ability to occur after the alternative form alt, both in a nominal phrase with an overt head noun (18a), and in one with nominal ellipsis (18b-c). In modern Romanian, only phrases with toate and the indefinite alte taking a so-called 'definite article' are possible (toate altele) 7 . (18) In structures containing an adjective preposed to the noun (21a-b), we also notice oscillations in determination, compared to modern Romanian, where the adjective is obligatorily determined [as in (21a) Oscillations in articulation also occur when the structure includes a numeric quantifier (22a-b), a context in which modern Romanian has only preserved the possibility for a determined noun to be preceded by the quantifier [as in (22a)].
a/la/de toată + nominative-accusative noun, a toată + noun in the genitive-dative) and for the plural (tuturor(a), a/la/de toți/toate + noun with a nominative-accusative form, a toți/toate + noun in the genitivedative), and, on the other hand, the inconsistent occurrence of the final particle -a in the structure of the plural genitive-dative form. In modern Romanian, the variation in the genitive-dative marking is limited to the plural forms tuturor(a) all.pl.gen"dat vs. a/la toți/toate a/la all.m.pl/all.f.pl, and the formal variation˘particle -a is only preserved in the case of the pronoun (the adjective excludes the particle -a).
Syntactically, it is important to note the greater word order variation of tot, which is also encountered in combinations which have a fixed word order in the present-day language (for example, tot + personal pronoun, the alternative form alt 'other' + tot), and the variation of tot-constructions with respect to the articulation of the accompanying noun. The quantifier tot has lost a series of syntactic characteristics specific to the old language, among which the most important one is the capacity to select an undetermined noun.
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